BEYOND ZERO,
ENLIGHTENS
EVERY GO
ALL NEW

BATTERY EV

IT’S TIME FOR EVERYONE

GO
BEYOND
ZERO
ALL NEW

BATTERY EV

It’s time to charge the future with the first-ever
invention to go “beyond zero”, All-New Electric
Toyota bZ4X. A sleek SUV that elevates every
driving moment in your everyday life.

PURPOSE BEYOND DESIGN

ROOF
SPOILER

FRONT BUMPER
AND SPOILER GRILLE

Comes with a trapezoid appearance, All-New Toyota
bZ4X is made to catch every attention and bring
the SUV prowess. The Front Grille’s unique BEV
design, aerodynamic performance by Front Bumper
Spoiler and Roof Spoiler, and sturdy 18-inch Alloy
Wheel, will surpass greater distance while enjoying
the gaze with a large span Panoramic Roof.
18-INCH
ALLOY WHEEL

PANORAMIC
ROOF

PLEASURE
BEYOND
SPACIOUS
*Actual product may diﬀer.

Catch beyond today with a comfortable space and limitless entertainment
from the luxurious interior design that escalates the warm feeling with
the impressive legroom that provides everyone with undeniable pleasure.

PREMIUM DASHBOARD

WIRELESS CHARGER

Make your journey always feel
prestige with the leather-wrapped
steering wheel and the soft-touch
materials decorating the dashboard
as all the control system is put
within your reach.

Top-mount Qi Wireless charging
pod on the center panel will keep
your smartphone connected with
the outside world while you can
focus on the road ahead.

ADVANCED MULTI-INFORMATION
DISPLAY

WIDE DISPLAY AUDIO
MULTIMEDIA UNIT

The Multi-Information Display
is perfectly placed right above
the steering wheel to give you all
information with modern graphics.

Heightens all modern interaction
through your sight, touch, and voice
recognition with 12.3-inch Toyota
Audio Multimedia with Human
Machine Interface (HMI) for you to
connect with your smartphone’s app.

PREMIUM
DASHBOARD

MULTI-INFORMATION
DISPLAY

*Actual product may diﬀer.

WIRELESS
CHARGER

AUDIO MULTIMEDIA
UNIT

POWER
BEYOND
PERFORMANCE

POWERFUL ELECTRIC MOTOR
With one electric motor that produces 150 kW with 266,3 Nm
max torque, the front-wheel-drive brings the electric
powertrain with the instantaneous torque.

REGENERATIVE BRAKING WITH BOOST MODE
A more natural feeling handled brake is based on human
sensory characteristics that control performance, rigidity,
and responsiveness.

BATTERY PERFORMANCE
The battery’s safety and service won’t be compromised
as the fast-charging battery technology system can be
achieved in up to 30 minutes for 0-80% battery with
a 150 kW system (CCS2).

DURABLE BATTERY WARRANTY
Reach greater distance as the vehicle’s battery lifespan
warranty is fully covered by Toyota for 8 years/160.000 km
for your protection being guaranteed.

SAFETY BEYOND TECHNOLOGY

e-TNGA PLATFORM

SAFETY EXIT ASSIST
Giving audible and visual alerts when
people open the door and there is an
approaching vehicle from the rear side.

PARKING SUPPORT BRAKE
(PSB)

INTEGRATION A-PILLAR
(ENHANCE SAFETY)

As the first Toyota vehicle that utilizes brand new e-TNGA (Toyota New Global Architecture),
All-New Toyota bZ4X is made specifically with a structure that allows more space inside
the cabin with a solid foundation and stability in its performance.

ADVANCED PARKING
Designed to assist the driver with hands-free
parking, especially when parallel parking or
reverse parking and also automatically helps
you for searching parking spaces.
Detection covers a wide area surrounding
the vehicle, helping to avoid minor
collisions and reduce damages.

With integrated design pillar that
enhances consumer safety from
crash forces.

REAR CROSS TRAFIC ALERT
(RCTA)

REAR CAMERA DETECTION
(RCD)

Gives alert to prevent the vehicle’s
rear from crashing by enhancing
the road’s visibility.

Supports the driver checking safety
from the rear side, especially when
parking or reversing.

SAFETY & CONVENIENCE

PEACE OF MIND

FIND MY CAR
Accurately know
where the vehicle
is parked to provide
you feeling of safety
and convenience.

STOLEN VEHICLE
TRACKING
Know your vehicle
location assisted
by Toyota Call
Center to provide
you security all
the time.

E-CARE
(MAINTENANCE)
A reminder to you
for periodic vehicle
maintenance to
make your vehicle
always in the best
performance.

INQUIRY &
SUPPORT CENTER
Direct assistance
from Toyota Call
Center to solve your
problems and give
you more ability to
keep moving forward.

GEOFENCING
Giving alert if your
vehicle is outside
the authorized
zone to ensure
your security
at all times.

VEHICLE INFO
Provide your
vehicle's condition
and warning
notification to
give you more
convenience
while driving.

TRIP DRIVING
UPDATE
Record all vehicle
journeys include
distance and
duration to support
your vehicle always
at the outstanding
performance.

ROAD
ASSISTANCE
Provide an SOS
button if you get in
an accident. You will
be assisted by the
Toyota Call Center to
be directed to
the Emergency
Road Assistance
(ERA) provider to
make you feel
safer while driving.

*Accessed with mToyota
*Available in March 2023

SPECIFICATIONS

TOYOTA
SAFETY SENSE

bZ4x *

RADIUS PUTAR MINIMUM / MIN. TURNING RADIUS

PRE-COLLISION SYSTEM (PCS)

LANE TRACING ASSIST (LTA)

Integrated camera and radar system that helps
to reduce crash risk and damage with enhanced
recognition of intersection collision and
avoidance for turns and vehicle meet head-on.

Prevents the vehicle from unintentionally straying
from its lane and automatically keeps the vehicle
centered on its track through alert sound and
(selectable) minor steering adjustments.

ACCELERATION 0-100 KM/H

DYNAMIC RADAR CRUISE CONTROL (DRCC)

AUTOMATIC HIGH BEAM (AHB)

Steering assist support helps you automatically
follow a preceding vehicle within a safe distance,
with enhanced recognition and curve speed
restrain function.

Detect headlights and taillights of the vehicles
in front and gives earlier detection of pedestrians
or obstacles, then adjust the lamp and direction
automatically when the button is switched on.

BRK M / CYLINDER & BOOSTER

SAFETY AND SECURITY

SAFETY FEATURE
BLIND SPOT MONITOR (BSM)
HILL START ASSIST SYSTEM

Hill Assist Control

Informs you by giving a graphic signal on
the side mirror if there's any other vehicle
in the blind spot area.

Toyota didukung oleh sales
outlet dan layanan purna jual
(service & spare parts) yang
tersebar di seluruh Indonesia
dan selalu siap melayani Anda.
Untuk mengetahui dealer
Toyota terdekat di kota Anda,
hubungi Toyota Customer
Care atau akses website.

TWO TONE BLACK
PLATINUM WHITE
PEARL MICA

TWO TONE BLACK
PRECIOUS SILVER

TWO TONE BLACK
PRECIOUS METAL

GET YOUR TOYOTA WITH CREDIT SIMULATION.
SCAN HERE!

Always Serve. Always Care.

Scan QR Code untuk
dapatkan sertifikat

SERVIS 6X
ATAU
3 TAHUN

DAPATKAN
3 + 1 TAHUN (20.000 KM)
EXTENDED WARRANTY
*Sesuai ketentuan yang tertera pada buku servis.

8

YEARS / 160.000 km

SCAN HERE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT ALL-NEW
TOYOTA bZ4X DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS,
360 VISUALIZATION, COLOR OPTIONS,
AND THE AVAILABLE PRICE.
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COLOR
OPTIONS

